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E D I T O R S N O T E

Thank you for looking over our sophomore 
issue of Guitarbench magazine! We’ve had 
great feedback on our first issue and are greatly 
indebted to our readers and sponsors for your 
encouragement and support. 

In addition to our usual articles on guitar 
profiles, construction and tonewoods, we are 
introducing new features and columns. 

In particular, we have 2 new columns designed 
to help our readers navigate the minefield of 
terminology used in the world of guitars. Firstly,
Guitar Anatomy. This is a pictorial reference for 
the terms used to describe various parts of the 
guitar. 

Secondly, we have very lucky to have Harry 
Fleishman, director of the International school 
of Lutherie pen a series of articles on the more 
modern and unusual features available in 
guitars today.

Not to forget the multi-instrumentalists, our 
section entitled Different Strings will feature 
instruments other than guitars. This issue, we 
have a really nice Ukulele by Moore Bettah 
ukes.

Finally we’ve also featuring the workbenches of 
famous luthiers who share an insight into their 
professional working lives.

For our iPad and tablet friends, our PDF file will 
be available in single page format for easier 
browsing.

Please watch this space and help us grow to 
serve your musical needs better by telling your 
friends about us and also telling us what we can 
improve upon!

Terence Tan,
Editor.
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P R A I R I E S T A T E

This large 19” Larson Brothers Jumbo model 
was submitted by Tony Klassen. Klassen is a 
Larson Brothers enthusiast who now builds 
reproductions of their work under the New 
Era name.



This huge instrument has the internal metal rod and features Brazilian rosewood 
back and sides and delicate fingerboard and headstock inlays. 

The case is original to the instrument. Imagine bringing this behemoth on a road 
tour!



Specs
Model: Jumbo
Year: 1930s
Top: Spruce
Back and sides: Brazilian Rosewood
Headstock: Solid
Headstock inlay: Flower pattern of pearl & abalone
Neck: Laminated
Binding: Ivoroid

Fingerboard: Ebony
Fingerboard inlay: Dot & engraved inlay
Bridge: Ebony, Inlaid
Nut Width: 1 11/16”
Scale length: 25.5”
Lower bout width: 19”
Depth: 4”



Guitar Anatomy - Front 
K N O W L E D G E

Headstock Neck

FingerboardFretNutTuner
Headstock
Veneer

Welcome to our new Guitar Anatomy feature! Ever wondered what all those terms bandied around 
the forums and guitar shops refer to or mean? Here’s the place to find out. Each issue, we’ll go 
through a view of the guitar, and explain the terms used. Think of it as an anatomy class for guitar 
lovers!

This issue, we’ll go through some of the basic elements of the front of the guitar. Next issue, we’ll 
tackle some of the specifics of the body.



Body

BridgeSaddleTop

- Headstock Veneer: A decorative and structural slice of wood layered over the headstock. Usually a hard-
wood such as rosewood. 
- Tuner:  Mechanism for applying tension to the strings. Can be geared or non-geared (friction). Also 
known as machineheads or tuning machines.
- Nut: Small strip of hardwearing material at the joining of the headstock and neck. It is grooved to provide 
consistent string placement. The nut is one of the endpoints of the vibrating length of the string. Commonly 
used materials include corian, ebony, bone and graphite.
- Fret: Metal strips inserted into the fingerboard. Pressing the string against the fret is called fretting and af-
fects the vibrating length hence pitch.
- Fingerboard: Slice of hardwearing material attached to the top of the neck used as a backboard for frets. 
Most commonly a hardwood such as ebony or rosewood. Also known as fretboard.
- Top: Vibrates the air inside the body. Commonly a softwood such as spruce, although hardwoods 
and synthetic materials have been used. Also known as soundboard or table.
- Saddle: Part of the bridge which supports the strings, as the end point for the vibrating length of the string. 
Transmits vibrations through the bridge to the top.
- Bridge: Hardwearing material attached to the top used to anchor the strings and support the saddle.

K N O W L E D G EGlossary of terms (from top to bottom):



K N O W L E D G E
Multiple Scale Fingerboards Harry Fleishman

Multiple scale fretboards are gaining popularity with forward-thinking guitarists and luthiers 
around the world.  Although there is a lot of hype connected to the idea and also some trepidation 
on the part of musicians, there is no reason to be afraid.  As one of the earliest users of the multi-
scale fretboard I hope I can offer some clarification and help those of you who are interested to make 
a well-informed decision about whether it is a good idea for you.



K N O W L E D G E

What is a Multi-scale fingerboard?

A multi-scale fingerboard or fretboard is nothing more than one that uses one scale length for the 
low string and a different, usually shorter, scale for the highest string.  Connect the dots and you 
have a multiple scale board.  That’s it.  Surprisingly, the multi-scale fretboard can be virtually, or 
completely, transparent to the hands of the musician.  If you play one of my guitars and I don’t tell 
you it is multi-scale, you won’t notice.

Here is a simplified diagram to illustrate the idea.  Think 3 fret guitar!  You can adjust whether the 
“tilt” is evenly distributed, more at the nut end, or more at the bridge end.   Imagine a normal nut; 
all the “tilt” is now at the bridge.  Again, lay out the fret scales where you want them and connect the 
dots.

The potential advantage is that in this manner one can obtain the power, especially in the bass, of 
a long scale, along with the sweetness and lack of twang of the shorter scale.  Think Martin D-18, 
versus Gibson J-45.  This is an oversimplification, but not by much.  The Martin has more power, the 
Gibson is sweeter.  Or think long scale bass vs. short scale bass.  I think you’ll find that basses gain 
much from the Multiscale board—even more than guitars.

The first instrument I was involved with that had a Multiscale fretboard was an instrument invented 
by John Starrett called a Starrboard.  In 1977,  John asked for my help during his development stage 
of this instrument, and we have been close friends ever since.  He is now a PhD in Math.  



John came up with his tapping instrument that employs a matrix of halftones, fretted horizontally 
with strings spaced vertically, to allow one fingering to cover all scales.  Because of the large range 
of notes from low B below E on a bass, to high b four octaves above, however, we needed a way to 
have a long scale for the low B, but a shorter scale for the high b.  We simply laid out the two scales 
we thought would work and connected the dots.  Voila! We were surely not the first to do this.  The 
concept of the Multiscale fretboard on a guitar goes back to at least 1900, when the first patent for 
such a fingerboard was filed by E. A. Edgren.  (Patent #652-353, E. A. Edgren)

In his 1900 patent Edgren describes in his claims:
“… a musical instrument the combination with a sounding body or box, of the following 
instrumentalities, to wit: a neck approximately in the form of a double convex in cross section... 
…”a plurality of frets secured to said neck, said frets being positioned at an angle one to the other so 
that the first and last frets incline in opposite directions...
“...it will be noted that the bottom flange of the head C runs at an angle so that one side of the neck B 
will be longer than the side opposite.  The frets diverge, running from the center outward, so that the 
lower frets extend slightly in a direction opposite to the upper frets.”

There are no currently effective patents governing the use of multiple scale fretboards, so don’t worry 
about legal problems.  The original use of multiple scales dates back to at least the latter half of the 
16th century--yes, you read that right—with the Orpharion, a sort of citternish, lutish instrument. 

Here’s John playing a double Starrboard.

K N O W L E D G E



Why would one want a multi-scale guitar or bass?

There is a natural, if subtle, improvement to the string to string balance when using a multi-scale 
fretboard or fingerboard.  This is a consequence of the improvement of the balance of tension 
between strings.  The string mass-to-diameter relationship can be improved by lengthening the lower 
strings, and the multi-scale board does this evenly and automatically.

Multiple scale fretboards are ergonomically superior if one plays in a classical position, with the 
neck at approximately a 45 degree angle.  However, since the most angled frets can be placed by 
our decision we can make the guitar feel natural in any playing position.  In fact, no one I have ever 
asked to play a multi-scale instrument has noticed this feature until I showed it to them.  If you think 
about how small the difference is from fret one to fret two on a 25” scale (1.325”), compared to a 26” 
(1.378”) scale you can see why this is not a problem.  With a difference of only .053”, approximately 
the diameter of your sixth string, clearly this is not a big difference.  As you go up the neck, each 
difference is less.

Some people feel that multi-scale guitars are better intonated.  I do not believe this to be true.  
Properly compensated at both the nut and saddle, any guitar will play both as in tune, and as out 
of tune, as any other.  It is simply not possible to make a guitar play perfectly in tune because of the 
conflict between the natural harmonic structure and the justification of intonation that allows us to 
modulate and play in more than one key.  The balance of string tension, however, may make it easier 
to intonate.

I generally prefer to place most of the angle, most of the change from the “normal” parallel frets, 
toward the saddle.  In this way the neck feels virtually identical to a neck with straight frets, 
especially in the first few positions.  For a player who likes to play very close to the bridge, it may be 
preferable to place the angles more evenly distributed from nut to saddle.

I hope this has encouraged more guitar players to try multi-scale guitars, and also for more luthiers 
to build them.  Have fun out there.  Next time: “What’s up with those Multiple Soundholes and 
Sideports?”

K N O W L E D G E

Harry Fleishman is a guitar designer and director of the Luthiers School International
www.fleishmaninstruments.com
Some parts of this article were originally published by the Guild of American Luthiers in their quarterly journal, American 
Lutherie.

http://www.fleishmaninstruments.com


K N O W L E D G E
Here are some examples of multi-scale guitars. On this page is a Galloup Borealis model with a scale 
length spread of 25”-27”.



K N O W L E D G E

Pictured on this page is a 
Mcknight Solei Deo Gloria model. 
The scale length spread is 25” - 
25.6”.

Photos courtesy of Bryan Galloup & Tim Mcknight
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MuskOx Designs- Gypsy Pik 
Greg Pacetti
Gypsy Piks are handmade by Greg Pacetti in his 
Alaskan workshop. Having built various electric 
and acoustic instruments over the past 15 years, 
Greg is now making a limited number of picks 
from Musk Ox horn. 

The muskox is an Arctic bovine mammal living 
primarily in Arctic North America as well as in 
Sweden, Siberia and Norway. Both females and 
males have long curved horns. They can reach 1.2 
m tall at the shoulder and weigh up to 300 kg. The 
horns are used in sparring and are highly prized 
for their rippled figure.

We received 2 picks to review, 2mm thick 
standard pick and a 2.75mm thick J hook model. 
The thinner standard is shaped like rounded 
triangle. 

The other J hook model resembles a more 
standard teardrop shaped pick but with as Greg 
says :”small crescent cut-out to help steady the 
axis of the pick while in use”. Both picks had two 
holes bored through and through to help grip. 

Greg very kindly sent them in a moosehide pouch 
with a simple tie string. A really nice touch! As 
one might expect from the name, these picks are 
designed for rapid, accurate flatpicking.

Finish wise, both picks are well made- smooth and 
even, with precise machining for the holes. The 
musk ox material as you can see from the photos 
is a translucent slight amber with sinuous milky 
white inclusions. This gives an overall effect of a 
curl like in maple. The picks remain light despite 
being relatively thick with a very slight flex. All 
the striking surfaces are bevelled smoothly and 
nicely. 
 
Both picks are comfortable to hold with a texture 
and feel unmatched by synthetic materials. There 
is a subtle warmth and yield to the grip which 
delrin and cellulose lack. 

The J hook model did feel more secure in my 
hands and that allowed me to relax the right 
hand more than with the standard model. 
And both play excellently and easily without 
need to adjust my technique. The striking 
surfaces glide over strings and have a very 
slight, high noted pick click. The stiff and 
lightweight picks allowed for lightning fast 
and accurate picking. 

The sharper striking point of the J hook along 
with the sharper bevel produce an articulate, 
lyrical tone with a meaty fundamental. The 
more rounded standard model as expected 
gives a more powerful fundamental tone. 
Both picks were similar in producing a more 
powerful fundamental, something similar to 
what I hear with true turtleshell picks.

Greg has these picks selling for US$30 and let 
me tell you it is worth every penny. Figured 
Muskox horn is rarer than mammoth ivory 
at the moment and is available only in very 
small sizes often reaching $30 per cubic inch. 
The craftsmanship is superb, the material is 
superb and the product is superb. If you are a 
fan of tortoiseshell or tortoise substitute picks, 
you should try one out for yourself.

R E V I E W



Celtic Guitar Masterclass with Anton Emery
Irish Sea

Welcome to the Celtic Guitar Masterclass here at Guitarbench

For this next Celtic guitar masterclass I wanted to look at simple piece called the 
Irish Sea.  It’s a simple waltz in the key of G dorian.  I think it will accessible to folks 
with basic fingerpicking skills, and will provide a simple primer on arranging in the 
Orkney tuning.

This piece has two parts, A and B, and like most Celtic tunes, is played AABB, 
repeating each part twice. On the recording I only played each part once.

The A part is fairly straightforward.  The melody is played in mostly first position, 
with a simple bass harmony implying the G minor to F chord progression.  In 
measure 4 I chose to harmonize the C melody note with a C chord, just for a change 
in flavour.  Please note in measure 16 the hammer on from the open 4th to the G note 
on the 5th fret.  Other than that I think it is pretty self explanatory.

The B part goes up the neck a bit, using different harmonizations to create some 
tension and variety.  It’s nothing to difficult, still just a melody and a bass part, but will 
give players some insight with up the neck Orkney patterns.  Hitting that big low C in 
measure 22 is a lot of fun.
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Anton Emery lives 
in Portland, Oregon 
and can be reached at: 
celticfingerstyleguitar.com 
or by clicking on the image 
of his latest CD to the right!

Anton Emery performs Irish Sea for our exclusive celtic guitar masterclass. Please click 
here to download the file.

Give the audio recording a listen, and try to make your playing legato, with smooth 
transitions between the melody notes. I hope you enjoy the piece, and can apply some 
of the techniques to your own arrangements.  
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Going Domestic with Laurent Brondel
Not Exotic?



This is Brondel B3c- a 00 sized monster made entirely out of Port 
Orford Cedar- it has a mastergrade top, flamed back and sides and a 
really clean stiff piece for the neck.

It has a cutaway and a tilt neck system but most of all it was a wonderful 
voice- clear, powerful, responsive and yet with endless headroom. To 
boot, the fixtures and adornments are all made in the US, the black 
walnut/ maple highlights are salvaged- this guitar has a super low 
carbon footprint and no forest was harmed. The ultimate green guitar!





Approximately the dimensions of a 12fret OO, this model has 
flowing curves and the Selmer inspired cutaway is highlighted 
in figured Black Walnut. Laurent has trimmed the guitar out 
with an elegant handmade purfling.





Model B-3can
Lower Bout: 15 3/16” 
Scale: 25”
Nut width: 1 25/32”
Bridge string spacing: 2 1/4”
Top: Port Orford Cedar
Back & sides: Flamed Port Orford Cedar
Construction: Cutaway, tilt-neck neck block
Appointments: Custom marquetry rosette, top purflings 
and back centre strip
Neck: Port Orford Cedar 3-piece laminated
Fingerboard: Black walnut
Fingerboard radius: 12”
Frets: Medium/high
Headplate: Black walnut
Backplate: Black walnut
Heel cap: Black walnut
Truss-rod access: Peghead
Construction tilt-neck mechanism
Appointments Black walnut bindings, framed in .020”curly 
maple
Tuning machines gold Hipshot open-back w/black buttons
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T H E   I N T E R V I E W:

                 L E S   S T A N S E L L



Thanks for taking the time to chat to us Les! I 
understand your family has been in Oregon for 
some time now?

Thank you for the opportunity to help spread the 
word about my work and my product.

Yes my Great Grandparents on both sides of my 
mother’s family came to this area by covered wagon. 
My Family, including my two grandsons, lives on the 
same ground that my great grandparents acquired in 
1887. My shop is also located on the property, so you 
could say my roots in Pistol River run deep.

I was wondering how you got into guitar building?

While attending Southern Oregon State College in 
the mid 70’s (Music Major on the GI Bill), I came 
upon an advertisement in “Frets Magazine” for the 
“Northwest School of instrument Design” in Seattle.

One thing led to another and instead of finishing my 
College Degree requirements, I opted instead to take 
out a loan and commit to the full time /year long 
Apprenticeship Program at “NSID.”   It was a small 
group of us being taught by Anthony Huvard with 
the focus on traditional methods and techniques of 
Spanish Guitar Construction.

Have your construction techniques changed much 
since then, Les?

Good Question…….I was taught traditional methods 
using planes, scrapers and chisels….sandpaper was 
only allowed for finishing, not shaping.  We designed 
and built many of our tools and jigs. So for me, my 
techniques have been re-fined over the years but have 
not fundamentally changed.

The big difference between now and 30 years ago is 
the availability of tools, materials and jigs. When you 
add to that the information explosion happening on 
all levels (especially on the internet) the possibilities 
are endless. But again, I am building essentially 
the same guitar that I was taught to build…….only 
slightly modified version of a Torres.

And although I pre-fabricate many of my components 
in multiples, I prefer to assemble my guitars one art 
at time. So for the Guitar World in general, definitely 
yes, but for me personally I would have to say no.



And what’s your take on the modern 
fixation on jigs and forms?

I couldn’t be competitive without jigs,  
forms and customized hand tools, 
many of which I may use only once 
during the entire process of building a 
guitar.  

“Jigging Up” allows me to increase 
productivity ‘without sacrificing’ 
(and in most cases ‘while improving’) 
quality.   When the process crosses over 
to automated assembly then it begins to 
become a mass produced guitar.

If a guitar is hand fit and assembled 
by one person, then I consider it hand 
built.  But the most revolutionary of 
all modern tools for me has to be the 
Internet. 

I could not live where I live (“centrally 
isolated” on the West Coast) and 
effectively market my product, whether 
guitars or Port Orford Cedar…….just 
wouldn’t be possible.

Speaking of Port Orford Cedar, 
you were first on list of people to 
contact when I was researching this 
marvellous wood- would you mind 
sharing with us how you first came to 
use it, why it’s such a good tonewood 
and tips on how work with it?

Now there’s a good subject for a book. 
Oregon Port Orford “White” Cedar 
(Lawson Cypress) is such an enigmatic 
species of tree surrounded by an almost 
Mystical aura. Considered Sacred by 
the Native Americans, it’s closest (some 
say twin) species is Japanese Cypress. 



The Japanese name for POC is Hinokie 
which translates into “Warrior of 
Peace”. It is the largest Cypress. It 
grows only along an approx 100 mile 
stretch of the South Oregon Coastal 
Mountains and 40 miles or so into 
N California. There is also a small 
patch of POC near Mt Shasta. It is the 
ultimate “structural grade” wood and 
has the highest strength to weight ratio 
of all wood species.

It is among the toughest and most 
elastic of softwoods and due to its 
fibrous interlocking grain structure it 
is extremely resistant to splitting and 
is very dimensionally stable.  Highly 
resistant to fungus (rotting) and insect 
infestation, it is the undisputed most 
highly rated Boat Lumber on the 
Planet.

One of the hardest softwoods it takes 
to blades and machines very well. It 
has all of the best characteristics (and 
then some) of the top “Tone Woods” 
wrapped up into one species. The only 
reason it is not being used universally 
by Instrument Makers is that it is just 
not available…..due to its rarity, being 
ravaged by a “Killer Fungus” and the 
fact that most of the remaining stands 
are protected.

Most of what I obtain is left over 
“Buckskins” from previous logging. 
These Buckskins have been standing 
dead or laying on the forest floor for 
decades…….the bark and the sap 
having disintegrated long ago while 
the core (the “Heart) remains intact 
and in some cases in perfect condition. 
Unfortunately only a very small 
percentage of what I “mill” meets the 
criteria for Master Grade Tops.

Opposite: Les at the workbench. A set of Curly Port 
Orford Cedar overlooking the operation.

Below: Curly Port Orford Cedar. Les has some of the 
largest stocks around and his own instruments often 
feature the very best sets.



And you’re also a fan of Myrtle…..

Yes I am a fan of Myrtle as well…..they are gorgeous broadleaf/evergreen trees that can 
live several hundred years and reach diameters of 6 feet.  Oregon Myrtle has a very similar 
geographic range to PO Cedar, but it is much more prolific.

Many don’t realize that Oregon Myrtle and California Laurel are the same species. What makes 
them different is the habitat in which they grow. The climate on the South Oregon Coast is that of 
a Temperate Rain Forest with a high serpentine/mineral content soil……….makes big trees with 
lots of colour.

It is a bone-fide “Pacific Rim Exotic” with no relatives in this latitude. Still the best instrument 
grade is quite elusive.   Myrtle with its high range of density, color and figure can mimic other 
wood species like Mahogany, Koa and occasionally even Rosewood. Although I’ve used Myrtle 
with great success in many Classics (and a few Flamencos) their non-traditional look makes 
them less in demand.  That doesn’t seem to be a problem though for the steel string and solid 
body guitar builders that I supply.



Are those the woods you use primarily? 
How about Brazilian rosewood?

I have, of course used in my guitars many 
of the traditional tone woods such as 
Indian and Brazilian Rosewood, Sitka,  
Englemann and European Spruce as well as 
many non-traditional woods such as Koa, 
Western Red, Incense and Alaska Yellow 
Cedar and of course Myrtle.

These days, however I am honing in 
on the traditional “Flamenco Blanca” 
sound.  Continuing to build a slightly 
modified (modernized) version of the 
original Torres design.  ……..just using 
Port Orford Cedar,  (Oregon Cypress) 
in place of:   Spanish Cypress (back and 
sides), Spanish Cedar (neck) and European 
Spruce (top)………..Flamencos de Oregon 
Maderas.

Opposite: Billets of the finest figured Mrytle. A 
combination of curl and colour variation makes 
Mrytle very attractive.

This page top: Curly Brazilian Rosewood. The 
compression curl is commonly seen on wood 
harvested closer to the root.

This page bottom: Curly Port Orford Cedar- not 
only a top wood, Les has been using it for back 
and sides too!

Next page: Extremely clean and precise work 
from Les.



Would you like to share with us a little about your build philosophy and techniques?

My philosophy towards guitar building is formed around my ultimate goal……seeing/hearing 
my Flamenco Guitars in the hands of good and even great players. That requires the guitar to not 
only have that deep, dark, woody sound of a Flamenco but it has to “feel” Flamenco. A “Great” 
guitar must score high in the categories of Playability, Sound and Structural Integrity.

It has to be a certain weight……… it has to play like “butter” but still have the right amount of 
tension. The shape of the neck working in concert with the string action, spacing and distance 
from the top have to facilitate the Flamenco technique giving just the right amount of “growl” 
while not allowing the strings to rattle and at the same time allowing the player to produce a 
clear sweet tone when required. Regarding Technique, as in any discipline there is no easy way to 
acquire these techniques other than to first find a good teacher and then to spend the rest of your 
life completely obsessed.



To attain that goal I focus on one step at a time (with extreme attention to detail)  understanding 
as much as I can about  the role and interaction of each component. I guess I could sum it up in 3 
words: “Form Following Function”.

The Flamenco Guitar is a machine, it is not intended to be a work of Art.  My approach being  
based on the requirement that if what I do does not contribute to the playability, sound or 
structural integrity of the guitar, then I consider it frivolous, superfluous and unnecessary.

Regarding Technique, as in any discipline there is no easy way to acquire these techniques other 
than to first find a good teacher and then to spend the rest of your life completely obsessed.





Previous Page: Curly Port Orford Cedar back coupled to a stiff 
Port Orford Cedar top makes for a wonderful Flamenco Guitar!

Spread: Application of the filler to the wood is an important 
stage in the finishing process. It saturates the open pores and 
helps with a smooth, even finish.

Thanks for that. I was wondering if you focus 
exclusively on flamenco guitars? I hear a lot of folks 
yearning for classical cross over guitars….

Yes, my focus is on the Flamenco…….for many 
reasons……..you can play a classic on a good Flamenco 
but it doesn’t work the other way around. Because of 
the faster “attack/decay response” a Flamenco has more 
headroom and volume and can be played in a highly 
percussive manner.

Classic guitars tend to muddy up and mush out when 
you really lay into them. I love the way a Flamenco 
guitar feels “alive” when played (due to it’s light weight @ 
around 2.5 lbs or 1100 grams). 

But above all it is the Music (including the dancing and 
the singing) that compels me to build the Flamenco 
Guitar. But since you brought it up I do currently have a 
few “Spanish/Classic” Hybrids in my inventory. 
 
How do the hybrids you build differ from the pure 
Flamencos?

A pure Flamenco (Blanca) would be all Cypress with 
a slightly thinner neck and a lower action than the 
standard Classic. The guitar would have “Tap Plates” and 
the  string height off the top should be between 8 and 9 
mm ………….again to facilitate Flamenco technique.

My hybrids are built exactly the same as my Flamencos 
but with either Rosewood or Myrtle back and sides and 
a deeper body to enhance sustain. A slightly wider neck 
and string spacing with the action set a little higher than 
Flamenco but not as high as a traditional Classic. To 
me a great hybrid Spanish Classic should be able to be 
played either way, Classic or Flamenco.



I heard your next project is a book….

Yes and thank you for bringing that up.  I’ve been 
working with Joe Curren, acclaimed photographer/
pro surfer who  shoots only “Film”, mostly in black 
& white and never “crops”. The shoot was done last 
year.  It took us 12 sessions to capture in depth the 
entire process of building a Flamenco Guitar. From 
milling the Port Orford Cedar logs to the finished 
guitar, including some amazing shots of the Pistol 
River Coastline.

In all Joe shot around 2,000 photos. It will be a photo 
essay on building the Flamenco Guitar using around 
120 of the best shots.  It won’t be a “How To”………
just gorgeous photos with captions in English, 
Japanese and Spanish.

The other half of the project is a 16 minute DVD 
using around 1600 still shots stitched together 
in the actual construction sequence and set to 
Flamenco music (using the guitar featured in the 
video). Taking up to 30 exposures in up to 10 
second bursts we were able to really hone in on the 
process while capturing a lot of information and 
movement……….like a time lapse.  
 
Sounds wonderful! When is it due out and how 
can we get our hands on a copy?

I hope to have the book done by late 09 or early 
2010. However Stansell Guitars The Movie 
“Flamencos de Oregon” will be available sometime 
this summer.   At that time I will be posting a trailer 
to “The Movie” on U-Tube. Have not made final 
plans for distribution at this time, but I will be sure 
to let you know. 



Thanks Les. Before we wrap up can I just ask you if you had advice for folks who are shopping 
around for a hand-built guitar?

Yes, the best advice I can give to someone interested in a hand-built Flamenco Guitar is to buy a 
Stansell.  Of course, if that’s not possible and your still looking for a guitar in the $3000 to $4000+ 
price range, then I would recommend playing as many guitars as you can get your hands on…..
even if it means doing a little travelling……….if you’re patient and you do your homework then 
when you find it, “you will know it.”



T H E   I N T E R V I E W:

D A N I E L   R O B E R T S

Thanks for taking the time for this interview Dan. You were in the Timber industry before 
joining Flatiron- how was that transition from a more macro scale to micro purflings etc?

I started in the timber industry after I had already done a fair bit of woodworking and studied 
sculpture and painting in college, so at the time I started, it was a way to make a living… when 
you study fine arts and English Literature in college, there aren’t companies clamouring on your 
doorstep trying to hire you when you finish school. I loved the raw physical aspects of the timber 
industry. 

I sawed some forest service road right of way and did a few environmentally sensitive salvage 
sales etc. where I felt that my concerns for environmental issues allowed me to do a better more 
responsible job of protecting the environment while still harvesting wood. It gave me a strong 
sense of accomplishment as well as learning literally every aspect of wood. In between my own 
sales, I just worked as a faller for logging companies. Eventually, In order to get health insurance 
and have a known salary, I moved from the forest to the mill and became a molder planerman as 
well as a licensed scaler. 



Previous Page: Daniel Roberts plays one of his 
creations!

Top: Mahogany side after the bending process. 
The heated pipe used is visible on the right.

Bottom: Roberts decal very much inspired by the 
Gibson script.

A scaler has to be able to identify all species 
of trees and determines how many board feet 
can be sawn out of a log, what diseases or rot it 
has, how far that rot extends into the tree, how 
much twist it has and how that will affect the 
yield and quality of the wood sawn from that 
log etc. 

Though it seems light years from fine 
woodworking and even further from lutherie, I 
always had the ability to believe that what I was 
learning was of value and that it would make 
me a more rounded woodworker. Also as a 
planerman I learned how to fabricate machines 
and wood handling machinery, grind pattern 
knives, and learned how to sharpen planer 
knives etc. I continued to work in my own 
woodworking shop on my own time. 
 
All that knowledge has proven tremendously 
relevant to the world of guitarmaking. Today, 
LMI, Stewart MacDonald Guitarshop Supply, 
and others manufacturer a dizzying array of 
guitarmaking tools, It has become a small but 
interesting and lucrative industry in itself, 
but when I started building instruments with 
Flatiron, Gibson, and finally at Santa Cruz 
Guitar Company, you had to build your own 
tools. 

You couldn’t buy them. If you wanted a rosette 
cutter to fit a certain rosette shape and size you 
had to get some tool steel, and make a cutter. 
If you wanted a side bender you had to build 
one. I built much of the tooling and jigs in the 
Santa Cruz Guitar Company shop, and had 
been involved to some degree at Gibson as well 
though they had a whole machine shop at that 
time. 

Ren Ferguson did most of the tooling design 
and I had to often fine tune them to give us 
the proper dimensions etc, for instance in the 
Shaper room when I was running the shaper 
room and doing all the neck carving. I found 
that my time as a planerman gave me huge 
advantages in these areas.



Run-out in spruce and cedar top wood is a huge issue and it can be a difficult concept to 
understand if you’ve not dealt with softwoods out in the forest or at a mill where it is initially cut 
up. Splitting spruce before sawing it and then squaring up a cant so that the sets will come out 
perfectly quartersawn with as little run-out as possible is a complicated aspect of lutherie. It is 
possible to just buy tops, but to really establish a relationship with your wood brokers, to harvest 
wood yourself, or to be able to really be discriminate about the aspects of wood that determine its 
tonal qualities is not an easy thing and most tonewoods are harvested and graded with primarily 
cosmetics in mind. 

A lot of quality judgement is based on how close the spruce looks to a cosmetic standard that 
has little or nothing to do with the tonal qualities of the wood. My years spent in the forest and 
in the timber industry in general prepared me in ways I never could have foreseen for my career 
in Instrument making. Even sawing or shearing the smallest purflings or carving a brace with 
a chisel comes to me easily because of my intimate understanding of the nature of wood. My 
nature is well suited to the micro scale but sometimes after long hours of concentration on micro 
details, I just want to go out and start a chainsaw and do some tree work or build a rack in the 
shop just for balance!



Previous Page: Daniel Roberts with the delicate 
task of shaping the braces. Those tools need to be 
sharp and his hands steady!

This page: Minstrel model- inspired by 30’s 
Gibson L-OO and 40’s LG models. This one 
sports a beautiful sunburst finish.



Maybe you could share with us your 
learning experiences with the old Flatiron 
crew and then with the Santa Cruz guitar 
company?

When I started with Flatiron, I was building 
banjos. I was responsible for making pots 
and resonators for both Gibson and Flatiron 
banjos. I was still involved with banjos when 
Gibson, who by then owned Flatiron, built 
the new acoustic facility in Bozeman. 

Within a few weeks of moving into the 
new facility, The guitar plant lost the guy 
in charge of the shaper room and doing 
all the shaping and carving of all the necks 
for guitars as well as banjos. I was called 
in and asked whether my experiences as a 
woodworker and planerman had prepared 
me for such a position. 

This position was at the time one of the 
more skilled and dangerous jobs in the 
shop. I felt it was a perfect fit and was really 
excited about the chance to move into such 
a key position. I ran the shaper room for 
another 6 months or so before I was asked 
to be head of the neck department and soon 
after that I was made production manager 
of the rear plant, meaning I was in charge of 
about 45 people and my duties ranged from 
overseeing all departments from re-saw, 
to white wood delivery of assembled and 
sanded instruments into finish.  
 

I bought every book I could find on fretted 
instruments, that was not a very long 
list, and devoured them. When I began 
at Flatiron I immediately recognized that 
this was the passion of my life. Cabinets, 
furniture, none of the other woodworking I 
had done was as gratifying to me.

Rosettes cut out of a 
batch of tops



I saw a huge potential here in the new 
acoustic facility and I asked questions of 
and worked with Ren Ferguson as much as 
I possibly could, asked repair questions of 
the few working luthiers there. Flatiron and 
then Gibson only had a few luthiers who 
actually had all the knowledge from repair 
to all aspects of building. All my questions 
and interest were probably a real pain to 
Ren at the time, but before long with all 
the new growth, they needed more people 
who had an overview and understanding 
of the big picture and my passion for what 
I hoped would be my career had motivated 
me to learn as much as possible in as short 
a time as possible. I was very busy but got 
to work with Ren on tooling, jigs, safety 
improvements and other issues in the shaper 
dept. and later I was peripherally involved 
with Ren on old model re-issues and such.

One thing I realized early on was that 
ultimately the direction I wanted to go in 
my lutherie career would not be possible at 
Gibson. It had been wonderfully gratifying 
in many ways working there but ultimately 
I would have to leave to fulfil my personal 
dreams. 

I called Santa Cruz Guitar Company while 
still at Gibson and asked about possible 
employment. They were at the time just 
preparing to make some changes. Jeff Traugott 
was still working there but was planning to 
leave and Richard was looking for someone 
who had the lutherie chops to build nearly 
full time as a luthier, but who could also 
move SCGC toward a larger production level 
without losing any quality.  One thing he was 
very interested in was my tooling abilities.  

Routing the 
saddle slot on 
the bridge



He asked me to come down for a week and rebuild 
their old molds etc to show him what I could do. By 
then I’d given my notice at Gibson so I jumped at 
the opportunity. I drove down to SCGC and built 
guitar molds we discussed possibilities and Richard 
decided I was a good fit for the direction he wanted 
to move. 

While I was at SCGC I made all of the shaper jigs 
that would be used for neck processes and essentially 
set up a new process for building necks as well as 
just becoming production manager and setting up 
an organized way of following guitar flow so that 
consistent production would be possible.

The struggle for me was that SCGC was truly a 
custom shop so when you are doing so many custom 
instruments accountability is difficult to quantify. 
Each guitar takes a different amount of time in each 
area as it moves through and that can make flow 
very difficult when you are trying to hold a group of 
luthiers to a given number of guitars each week. 

When I first arrived we were trying to consistently 
build 1 per day. Within about 6 years we were 
building about 3 per day. Not only was that a 
challenge for my organisational skills but we were 
constantly doing design within the shop. 

I often did design of new instruments over the years 
but it wasn’t uncommon for us to do design on the 
fly as a model might be ordered with an advanced X 
brace rather than the standard placement or a 12, 13, 
or 14 fret neck joint change etc. 

We would readily change scale or anything else and 
had to be able to know what those changes would 
do tonally, how to adjust bracing, and how to adjust 
voicing to accomplish the desired effect.

Also while I was at SCGC Richard gave me a 
drawing of the 16” archtop guitar he wanted to build 
and I had to modify a carving machine, and then 
develop a system for building 16 and 17” carved 
archtops. 

Finished bodies with braced tops in the 
backgroun



It soon became clear archtops didn’t fit well in the 
production line because they were so different, so 
I ended up building the archtops , especially after I 
moved back to Montana to do repair and archtops 
out of my own shop. 

I never had the time to really concentrate on archtop 
building however, because I came back on as 
production manager just a couple years after moving 
back home. In the end we did about 20 archtops I 
think and my son in law who was doing repair for 
SCGC here in Montana in my shop built the last one.

I also ended up designing extended range 
instruments while at SCGC as a result of my work 
with Kevin Kastning. Kevin is an amazing musician 
and composer. Kevin and I worked together to design 
and build an extended range baritone, a 12 string 
extended range baritone, and finally as I was leaving 
SCGC, an alto 12 string guitar.

 Kevin’s compositions had taken him increasingly in 
the direction of needing more and more extended 
range in his guitars, and had conceived of the need 
for what we would eventually dub a contraguitar 
already when the alto 12 string was built. Since 
leaving SCGC, I have continued my collaborations 
with Kevin and I have built him a 14 string 
contraguitar which was featured in an article on 
Kevin in the Holiday issue of Guitarplayer. 

This guitar spans the bass, baritone, and part of 
the alto range and has become Kevin’s primary 
instrument. He has a second contraguitar 
commissioned to built later in the year and Sandor 
Szabo, a musical partner of Kevin’s plans to 
commission an extended range instrument as well.

Being production manager of SCGC from MT really 
meant having an on-site foreman and then being 
responsible for numbers, as well as personnel, tooling, 
production methodology, and new model design. As 
you can imagine I travelled a lot and was pulled in a 
lot of different directions. I also designed a number 
of SCGC’s art guitars for the collector market. All in 
all I can’t imagine a job that could have been more 
demanding or offered more opportunity.



And now you’re out on your own….

Yes I am… What fun! People used to ask me 
why I wasn’t building my own guitars and what 
I would do differently in terms of design if I was 
building them myself… and my response was 
generally that for me it was about the process 
and love of building guitars. My motivation was 
never to see my name on the headstock, but 
rather it was about my passion for building fine 
acoustic instruments. 

Truth is that as I looked around, there were no 
companies that were as open to building any 
and all manner of guitars and nothing was too 
custom, so I was challenged and stuck around 
feeling that I would learn more about design etc. 
by seeing hundreds of my designs built every 
year and that was intensely gratifying. 

As for what I would do differently the one 
thing that has become incredibly illuminating 
is realizing how my designs at SCGC were very 
much designed and built within the SCGC 
paradigm and systems.  When I would design 
an instrument many things were a given. 
Thickness of brace stock. types of wood used 
for brace stock, angle of X brace, thicknesses of 
plate and voicing style etc. was all pretty much 
a given, which had a huge effect on the overall 
voice, feel, and playability of the instrument. 

I didn’t realize how quickly my own voice would 
manifest itself when I left. What I didn’t want 
to do was to just put a little twist on SCGC 
designs. Maybe partly for this reason my first 
model was a shape that I always thought was a 
great shape and had never been fully developed 
or exploited. 

Gibson introduced the LG-2 in 1942 but quickly 
started making the changes that took it out of 
its glory… so some of these early LG-2s are 
fabulous instruments but they never got the 
kind of glory and love they would have gotten 
had they been introduced in the early 30’s like 
the L-00.

Troubadour model- 
just as the Minstrel 
was inspired by 
L-OO and LG’s, this 
is a step towards a 
J-35 style but with 
the comforts of a big 
guitar!



The prototype went to a couple who travel and 
play music across the U.S. Their repertoire is 
amazing, from rags to blues, folk to country, 
they do it all. They are known as “The Gypsy 
Carpenters”. They came to me needing a good 
guitar that would stand up to the ravages of the 
road and while I was at it… could it be sort of 
vintage?”  

They don’t have a big name and are generally 
just out there travelling and playing for the love 
of both and that is why I built them the Minstrel 
and named it such. I felt that everyone seemed 
to be building an L-00 knockoff and I felt that 
the LG had the potential to be as good or even 
better. I designed the Minstrel with the body of 
an early 40’s LG-2 and the neck of a 30’s L-00. 
Wide string spacing at the bridge or modern 
spacing. 

I had guys wanting L-00 style instruments 
and talked them into giving the Minstrel a try 
instead. It just took off! The evening of the 
day that I had put photos on Facebook of the 
finished prototype, I had 4 more orders by 
midnight!
 
I had watched many of my friends and 
colleagues go off on their own and do really 
custom work with a huge price tag and I 
respected what they were doing but it wasn’t 
what I wanted for myself. I loved the proletariat 
aspects of the Gibson line. I wanted to build 
guitars for musicians and I wanted musicians 
to be able to afford them. I knew it wouldn’t 
be easy to build guitars in that price range by 
myself but I thought it was a concept worth 
trying. It has been very successful. 

A minstrel starts in the $3000.00 range and is 
built with Adirondack spruce top, Adirondack 
bracing, 30′s Gibson style bracing etc, and built 
with hot hide glue. I introduced the use of Hide 
glue at SCGC and decided that I wanted those 
advantages and wanted to really master aspects 
of using hide glue that have been lost. Most 
companies only glue the neck, bridge, and top 
bracing on with hide glue.

Minstrel model- 
the smaller size 
and gentle curves 
have translated 
fantastically well 
from the 30’s & 40’s 
into today’s guitars.



Kevin Kastning with a custom Contraguitar from 
Daniel Roberts. It has 14 strings from bass & 
baritone through to alto range.



I have developed my abilities and techniques to 
allow me to use it throughout the instrument. 
Many of the tips and techniques I use come 
from research I’ve done into the violin, classical, 
and even aeronautics traditions.  
 
So rather than only using hide glue on the most 
expensive instruments or charging tremendous 
amounts for it I use it on every guitar and gain 
the benefits across the board. Especially, you get 
confidence in it by using it a lot and you learn 
quickly that way.

My signature voice is what really has delighted 
me! When people pick up a Roberts, one of the 
first comments usually is in reference to clar-
ity or how clear the notes are. The Adirondack 
tops and bracing, in my hands generally yields 
a very round full tone, but with very organized 
even overtone support yielding a warm full tone 
characterized by clarity and power. 

I am also intensely proud of my extended range 
instruments.  As I mentioned before, I work 
with an artist endorser named Kevin Kastning.  
Kevin is a brilliant composer and improviser in 
the Jazz/modern classical genres and is always 
pushing the limits in his playing and composi-
tion of what is possible on existing guitar family 
instruments. 

Kevin and I were already involved in developing 
the contraguitar when I left SCGC, but it was so 
far outside of the normal design parameters that 
it became clear it would never get built at SCGC 
and we still had design considerations that 
would have to be worked out as we went. 

After I had launched my company, Kevin ap-
proached me and asked me to work with him 
again in order to bring the Contraguitar to 
fruition. I did and as I mentioned before it has 
become Kevin’s primary instrument.



The Minstrel (left) 
and Troubadour 
models side by side.  
Very much cut from 
the same cloth, both 
immediately stand 
out as translations 
of vintage Gibson 
instruments.

We already have another in the lineup as well. 
The Contraguitar has 14 strings running from 
bass through baritone registers and into even the 
alto guitar range. To have been able to get such 
powerful dynamic voice throughout that immense 
range is truly an accomplishment. 

Though it covers the bass register, what is 
interesting is that the voice has different needs 
than a bass because he is using it primarily 
melodically and Kevin uses harmonics a lot so the 
voice needs to be different than for a primarily 
rhythm bass. His music and use of the contra is 
truly groundbreaking and its fun to be part of 
something like that. Barry Cleveland just featured 
him and the Contraguitar in the Holiday issue of 
Guitarplayer. 

So, I have the Musician Series, my proletariat 
guitars aimed at working musicians, which for 
the time being is made up of the Minstrel and the 
Troubadour. (a really interesting concept with a 
real vintage Gibson flair) 

Then I have my custom shop where I work 
intimately with a player to understand his or her 
tonal, ergonomic, and playability needs and create 
that elusive voice and playability he or she has 
been hearing deep in their creative consciousness. 
Finally I do the same at an even deeper creative 
level creating extended range instruments for 
those whose needs can’t be fulfilled by instruments 
which already exist. 
 
So would it be fair to say that your Musician 
series is really a synthesis of your experience 
in production guitars and personal  touch 
whereas the custom shop is more an individual 
handcrafted affair?
 
Yes. The musician series offers basic models 
with all the best materials, usually vintage 
inspired, for a price seldom encountered in an 
independent luthier built guitar. They have all of 
the sought after extras, hot hide glue construction, 
Adirondack, or Carpathian Spruce tops included 
in the price.



Years of designing and building guitars that allow 
me to offer vintage and modern option packages 
designed to fit the largest number of players 
needs. The options list is limited though. The idea 
is to offer a truly premium luthier-built guitar for 
a price a working musician can afford. 

Key to that is offering options that are relevant 
to a large number of players and eliminating the 
need for a lengthy consultation, which can be very 
time consuming.

Consultation is at the core of the Roberts custom 
guitar experience. We go through a complex 
and enjoyable process of discovering the players 
tonal preferences, needs in terms of top dynamics 
responsiveness, playing styles, size and types of 
venues commonly played or that this instrument 
is intended for etc. 

There will be a discovery process, a design 
process, and finally I will build the guitar to 
fit the player needs and preferences perfectly. 
Both approaches are a result of so many years 
of designing standard models as well as helping 
customers design the perfect guitar, and then 
having been the repair and service guy, getting to 
see where those processes were sometimes failing.

Having had that kind of immediate feedback for 
all those years gives me the ability to sometimes 
foresee possible issues or misunderstandings and 
guarantee a happy successful result. 

My artist endorsers have all worked with many 
other guitar companies and the thing that seems 
to really surprise them is that we really are able 
to get the design and building right… first time. 
Even when it represents an unusual or previously 
unbuilt instrument.

The sunbursts 
differ in that the 
Minstrel has a more 
Gibson look and the 
Troudabour, more 
Martin look.



Fine , even grained 
Adirondack spruce 
top- all braced 
up and signed by 
Daniel.

I guess it’s time for the dreaded construction questions- what are your choice tonewoods?

As far as the musician series, I offer mahogany, and un-flamed maple at the basic price.  Then I 
have a beautiful and large stash of stunningly flamed Eastern Red Maple, some flamed mahogany, 
quilted mahogany, I have many Rosewoods available, I like Cocobolo a lot and use it regularly. I 
have a couple sets of Ziricote I also have some nice sets of German maple both archtop and flat-
top sets. 



For tops I have German tops I’ve had for close to 20 years, I have a few 
years worth of Adirondack tops even if I were to build exclusively with 
it, and the same with Carpathian Spruce, northern Italian Alpine Spruce, 
Sitka Spruce, Larch, Western Red Cedar. 

I use Carpathian and Adirondack the most. I always brace with 
Adirondack spruce unless cloning certain old historical guitars that used 
Sitka for bracing such as Martins. There is controversy as to whether 
Martin used Sitka or Red Spruce for bracing even back when they were 
using Red (Adirondack) Spruce for tops, I’m willing to go with Sitka or 
other choices for bracing but I feel that Red Spruce bracing generally 
sounds the best. 

Larch is a bit of unusual topwood…

Yes it is. Western Montana and Idaho have a lot of big larch trees 
growing in a fairly harsh climate that in Spruce species contributes to a 
good tone wood. Larch is a deciduous conifer that grows right alongside 
Western Red Cedar and Spruce. Larch has been prized by yacht builders. 

It is slightly heavier than spruce or cedar and quite stiff for its weight 
when cut to the same size and thickness as other top woods. It has 
similar characteristics to Adirondack spruce though it’s stiffness to 
weight ratio isn’t equal to Adirondack, but is better than some other 
conifers and similar softwood species. As Spruce and other great top 
wood supplies become compromised, it will become increasingly 
important to be aware of other woods with similar characteristics. 
 
And it’s tonal qualities?

Well, I feel the jury is still out to some degree as I’ve not heard a lot 
of guitars made with it but in general good headroom not terribly 
responsive to a light touch but good focus, and fairly bright. I haven’t 
built with any of the Larch out of the tree I have this wood from yet so it 
may end up quite a treasure, it sure has a great tap tone! I look forward 
to building a variety of guitars and sizes to help with a better overall 
understanding of the wood as an alternative but I’ve got so many other 
spectacular top woods that are proven most of the time they opt for 
proven woods.

For instance, I just got some old Sitka finished acclimating in the shop 
that is already 40 years old. It came from a logging bridge built on 
Vancouver Island in 1970. It was torn down in 2010 and what was still 
sound has been split out and it is just amazing, Stiff, crystalline tone! I 
love being able to offer such amazing woods! I haven’t built with any of 
the Larch out of the tree I have this wood from yet so that may end up 
being a treasure too, it sure has a great tap tone! (repeated!)



Fine grained Adirondack on a Minstrel.

I couldn’t help but notice that Cedar and Redwood didn’t make your list…

Actually I just double checked and Western Red Cedar is on the list right at the end. Redwood 
is not. I don’t want to be in a position of dissing Redwood, it can be a very good tonewood, but 
given the limited supplies of Redwood, I feel that tonally it tends to be between cedar and Spruce. 
It has a bit more headroom than cedar, and is slightly more responsive than Spruce to a light 
touch. I have a fair bit of really awesome Cedar. When I first moved to Santa Cruz to work for 
SCGC I went up to South San Francisco one Saturday and went through over 10,000 tops and 
picked a selection of the best of those.. I still have some left.



I recently heard that Bill Collings will no longer use cedar and has actually had a bridge tear a 
hole in a cedar top. In all the years I’ve done repair I’ve never seen anything like that, but what I 
have seen is the top layer peel off. The bridge lifts and it just keeps going. By the time I get it the 
bridge is mostly off and there is a gauzy thin layer of wood that has cleaved loose from the top. 
No glue failure whatsoever. I’ve seen this not once but probably a half dozen times. So, it has 
never turned out to be a catastrophic situation, each time I just re-glued the bridge and it held. 

I suspect that the use of a good hot hide glue would result in more penetration and could stop 
that occurrence. All of the tops I’ve seen do this were glued with titebond. Overall my experience 
with Cedar has been that it is a delicate sensitive wood. That isn’t a judgment in terms of good or 
bad but before I’ll sell Cedar as the best top for a client, I want to see his or her playing style.  
 
I have seen arguments that Lowden and others treatment of cedar is such that they do have good 
dynamic range. I won’t argue with that. What I will say is that in any situation where I would 
feel I had to use a thicker stiffer top for my use of Cedar, to give more headroom or build a more 
versatile guitar, my inclination would be to use Spruce instead. I really want to stress that I’ve 
seen so many arguments about what this wood or that wood will bring to the table, or how this 
wood or that wood will sound etc., sometimes it can get down right contentious.

Old Brazilian 
Rosewood back and 
sides....



I saw a person on a forum the other day just really upset, almost taking it personally, that a 
particular company refused to use Cedar. I think the reason there is so much discussion of woods 
and what they bring to the table is because factories make the argument often that voicing (used 
as a verb here) makes no difference to tone and that it is a ridiculous waste of time. The reality is 
that a factory will have a recipe in terms of quantifiable variables.  
 
They will take a top to a certain thickness and braces are fully carved on CNC or shapers or 
molders ahead of time and then glued on in vacuum so that there is no interactive process 
left between the builder and the wood being fabricated into a guitar. The builder isn’t sensing 
anything from the wood, nor reacting to the sensitivity he/she has developed for instruments. 
This recipe, applied consistently across the board creates some absolutely great guitars, and lots 
of mediocre guitars, and some pretty poor guitars. If you want to buy a factory guitar just don’t 
order one, buy one you have played and you will be happy with the result. If they use Cedar, or 
Adirondack, or Koa within this recipe without modification, each wood tends to having certain 
tonal characteristics.



What I would like to make clear is that when you take a wood out of that recipe, out of that 
non-feedback system, all woods become more versatile. When a luthier who has spent his or 
her entire lifetime building these wonderful instruments puts hands to wood, magical things 
happen. I don’t have dimensions set in stone. Every step of the process involves feedback, I will 
take a top to 3.0mm and then start flexing it and tapping it to listen to its tonal characteristics. I 
differentially thin both the treble and bass sides before even bracing it. 

I feel the difference between the longitudinal stiffness and the stiffness across the grain. In a top 
that is very stiff longitudinally but softer across the grain, I will differentially sand it differently, 
taking less thickness from the bass and treble sides. Typically the center of a top will end up the 
thickest and the treble side will be a bit thinner and the bass side even thinner yet. Often varying 
by as much as 0.4 mm between the center and bass edge, that would be on a very stiff piece 
across the grain, it might end up only 0.1 or 0.2mm differential on a softer piece. Every bit of 
information is taken into consideration intuitively and responded to.  
 

Old Brazilian 
Rosewood back 
and sides with curly 
figure.





For a piece of Spruce that is particularly stiff longitudinally, once the box is 
built I sand especially on the butt end of the top, I begin by listening to the 
area where the tone bars are tucked into the rim, if that area sounds dead 
and thumpy sometimes I can bring it up to the same tonal response as the 
rest of the rim just by removing a tiny bit of material with a sander along the 
rear perimeter of the top. 

Sometimes it is mind blowing how little it can take to tune a top to the 
point where there is a tremendous change in tonal response. I never make 
decisions based on thicknesses or a recipe. Scientists say that the human 
brain is still by far more powerful than the fastest, most powerful super 
computer. Studies have shown that we as a species have become extremely 
exclusive of what we focus our attention and consciousness on but we are 
capable of and are always taking in information from thousands of sources 
we aren’t even aware of consciously, so I try to get out of the way when I am 
working. 

I know that all the information I have absorbed over the last 25 years is 
stored and available for my use in voicing every top and what I need to do 
is trust that, and get my ego out of the way. By joyously engaging in the 
process of voicing a top I am letting the greatest super computer handle and 
make decisions regarding variables that are too complex to be controlled or 
understood scientifically. The only reason I can talk in terms of dimensions 
at all is that after I’ve voiced a top I occasionally take out the callipers 
and make a mental map of what I’ve done. The final perimeter sanding is 
something that is done entirely by tonal response and deflection to pressure.

It is the system, sensitivity and techniques, or recipe in the case of a factory, 
of the builder that has far more overall effect on tone than all of the wood 
choices in the world. Whatever wood choices are made, A Martin sounds 
like a Martin, a Taylor sounds like a Taylor, more than Koa sounds like 
Koa and Adirondack sounds like Adirondack. While there are some rules 
of thumb in terms of wood choices, each set of rules must be recognized 
to mostly be relevant only within the confines of that builder’s system of 
building. Taking those rules of thumb out of that building system and 
applying it to guitars across the board understandably creates disagreement 
and a lot of wasted words spent in arguments where nobody is right.

I have my wood biases and they aren’t right they are just the biases I use 
in my system of building. Within that system they are relevant until the 
constant evolution I am involved in makes them irrelevant or offers me even 
more versatility by virtue of my increased sensitivity as a builder.

Within Daniel Roberts Stringworks, a Cedar top makes a wonderful 
sensitive and responsive fingerstyle guitar.

Curly 
maple being  
measured for 
for sides.

Cocobolo back 
and sides. A 
true rosewood 
with great 
looks!



So it is! I stand corrected. Ok so onto back and 
sides woods- Brazilian rosewood or Indian? More 
and more folks are convinced Gibson actually used 
Indian for some of prewar period…

Laughing! As we all know the minute you start 
arguing what or when Gibson did anything you are 
most likely wrong, and right. There were no rules 
it seems, only likelihoods. They did seem to use 
Indian RW earlier than Martin, but most of the stuff 
we did RW re-issues from when I was at Gibson 
were definitely Brazilian. The fingerboards are 
almost always Brazilian on the old Gibsons. As for 
my preferences, I prefer Brazilian, however Indian 
Rosewood will make some fabulous guitars. God 
knows I heard a slew of great ones at SCGC.  
 
I do mostly mahogany and maple on my historic 
line but have done a few Brazilian ones and they 
have been truly stellar guitars. I like Cocobolo a lot. 
I am expecting a good supply of other alternative 
Rosewoods too. Indian is of course the old Standby 
and is still available in very good quality though I 
don’t use large amounts of it myself.

Interesting that you should say Brazilian or Ebony 
fingerboards- it is more to do with durability and 
workability than actual tone?

Well, ebony is known to have a damping effect. I think 
bridges affect tone far more than a fingerboard which 
I would say is mostly an issue of durability, but the 
bridge species can affect the tone a lot. Workability is 
good on any of these materials, and isn’t an issue for 
me. It is fairly commonplace for me to use an Ebony 
fretboard for durability and a RW bridge for tonal 
reasons.  
 
Of course when you are talking tone each little detail 
perhaps only affects overall tone by what?? 1 percent 
or less? It’s impossible to know, but if theoretically 
each little detail like hot hide glue, through saddle, 
dovetail, thin nitrocellulose finish, etc. etc. etc. 
represents even a miniscule improvement, combined 
with the effect of such larger more important 
techniques such as hand tuned / voiced tops, the 
overall effect can be amazingly significant.

Headstock on the contra 
guitar. Balance is an issue 
given the difference in weight  
between the different tuners.



I see and how about bridgeplates? Maple is pretty 
standard and rosewood rightfully derided but how 
about the alternatives like say locust which I believe 
John Arnold likes…

Well, on this one I just defer to the great old classics. 
Most of the old venerable classics used maple bridge 
plates. We are now looking for alternative tonewoods 
to Brazilian Rosewood because of it’s endangered 
status extreme regulation, but guitarmakers wouldn’t 
be looking for a substitute if there was plenty. Good 
quality Maple is one of those resources that is not 
endangered so I see no reason to argue with success 
there!

That area is so critical I feel and I have enough Maple 
in my shop today with perfect density, stiffness, and 
grain orientation for bridgeplates to build thousands 
of guitars. Maple is really a wonderful resource for 
guitar makers. In this country, we have a tendency 
to think of Maple as a thin bright edgy tonewood 
because of the way it was used by some of the large 
factories. There is nothing wrong with what they did 
but we are really selling Maple short to feel that it has 
to sound like that.  
 
Many of my clients know of the history of wonderful 
Maple instruments  made by Gibson especially during 
WWII, and so there has been a lot of interest in 
Maple. Every instrument I’ve made with it has been 
warm and wonderful, with great clarity, focused but 
strong bass and sparkling but round full mids and 
treble registers. It is a wonderful wood and we have 
plentitude of high quality Maple available.  
 
In Europe Maple is held in high esteem as a wood for 
classical guitars and of course the Violin world has 
embraced Maple almost exclusively, from European 
Maple to the domestics, violin family builders have 
loved Maple for centuries. I think you will see more 
and more of the best instruments made from maple 
increasingly as many of the exotics become more 
endangered and heavily regulated.



Actually a lot of non-exotics do well 
in guitars right? Like cherry, walnut, 
birch?

Walnut can be a very good tonewood, 
but the key is using enough of it to know 
where it works well, what thicknesses 
are appropriate etc. Sometimes on large 
guitars I felt that the Walnut was almost a 
little muddy, but of course knowing that 
adjustments can be made in the voicing 
of the top and it always seemed to work 
beautifully in the smaller body guitars. 
One of the best little Style 1’s I ever heard 
was a Walnut back and sides and cedar 
top version.

Cherry can be good too, I’ve not heard a 
birch guitar but I’m quite certain it could 
be very good in the right combination 
and paired with an appropriately voiced 
top. 
 
Thanks for a very informative interview. 
I was wondering before we let you go 
if you had anything to add, perhaps on 
your next project?

Thanks Terence, I am currently working 
on a pair of 1943 Buddy Holly J-45 
replicas for The Buddy Holly Guitar 
Foundation, and I am building Kevin 
Kastning a second Roberts KK 14 
string Contraguitar , I also will be 
building a Roberts 12 string fretless 
baritone (28.5” scale) for Hungarian 
guitarist and composer Sandor Szabo, 
and I have another order for a Minstrel 
octave mandolin, besides my backlog 
of more standard traditional based 
instruments. Thanks for your interest in 
my instruments! This interview has been 
a pleasure!
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Ken Bonfield has always been on list of top 
guitar players. From his 1999 inclusion on 
Lights out and his work on PBS and NPR, 
his artistry and mastery of various styles is 
evident in his work. 

Ken has released 4 well received solo 
albums over the past 15 years- and all have 
been in the Top 20 on instrumental charts.

In 2006, he developed a concert event 
called Artistry of the Guitar where a group 
of players swap songs and jam along with 
each other on stage. Like a travelling guitar 
festival, he often adds guest guitarists to the 
bill.  

Artists who’ve been part of these shows 
include, Peter Janson, Michael Manring, 
Teja Gerken, Larry Allen Brown, Larry 
Pattis, Brooks Williams, Kinloch Nelson, 
and Dakota Dave Hull.

Guitarbench caught up with him to talk 
shop about performing and his guitar 
history...

Ken, whenever I’ve heard your pieces, you always sound like you were born with a guitar in your 
hands… but really how did you start out with the guitar?

Ken: The short answer is that I didn’t start playing guitar until I got one for my 19th birthday, 34 years 
ago. I dove right in, started playing about 3-4 hours a day, mostly Gordon Lightfoot, Jackson Browne, 
and John Prine.

So it’s practise practise practise?

Ken: More like play play play. I don’t like to call it practice much, I think it makes it sound like work, 
and I’ve always played the guitar because I enjoyed it. The fact that others seem to dig what I do is cool, 
but I’d be playing regardless That said I do manage to get my fingers on a guitar 2-3 hours all the time 
and quite often 4-5 hours a day 
 

So do you have a fixed practise routine?

The short answer is no. There’s no daily routine, per se, but I always play some scales and do some 
exercises, work on whatever new tune might be appearing on my guitar and experimenting.

T H E   I N T E R V I E W:

                 K E N   B O N F I E L D



It’s funny, but since I don’t tour like I used to 
35-40 weeks a year, and I’m selective about gigs, 
I spend most of my time ‘noodling’ trying to find 
new pieces or find new twists in old material.

I don’t really put together a show until about a 
week out from the show; my fingers are always in 
good shape, and it seems that the shows stay fresh. 

I can pretty much dust off anything and perform 
it inside a week. If there’s anything fixed about 
my practice it’s that I really always try to find 
something new every day.

And you have anything to inspire that new 
found music?

Guitars inspire me. New guitars, old guitars 
strung with different strings or tuned to a 
new interval, all that jazzes me up about the 
guitar. A new tuning, anything can really 
trip the creative piece.

So different flavours of guitars for 
different music?

That really hasn’t been true until lately. At 
one point I had 3 acoustics, not really a lot 
for someone who does what I do, and they 
were all really good guitars, but I realized 
that they all did the same thing pretty 
much; they were different versions of the 
same thing.

So, I got rid of one, a Santa Cruz, and then 
modified a Carruth OM to be a High string, 
then tuned a Carruth OM down a whole 
step in standard and put heavier gauge 
strings on it, then I got a Carruth Baritone 
that I tune C-C in standard, then up for 
alternate tunings. So my three main guitars 
now are all very different, they each have 
their own palette of colours.

I’m taking this a step further. To celebrate 
my birthday I got a nice little Breedlove 
12-string and a Regal Roundneck Wood 
Bodied Dobro. If things go well with the 
12 I’ll probably ask Al Carruth to build a 
Baritone 12 for me. 

T H E   I N T E R V I E W:
K E N   B O N F I E L D



Wow, that’ll be some guitar! You seem to have a close relationship and an affinity for Al’s gui-
tars…

Al is my guy. There are many wonderful luthiers out there, but Al just seems to build Ken Bonfield 
guitars; they all have balance, but sound big, and the trebles on Al’s steel strings just sound fat. I can’t 
tell you how many times people think I’m playing nylon strings, but I’m not.

His guitars are also really comfortable for me; I’ve had problems with carpal tunnel and tendinitis in 
the past, but I can play for hours on Al’s guitars and feel fresh and pain free; part of it is the set-up 
I’m sure, but his guitars are very ergonomic.

It’s very cool to be able to work with someone who really understands how I hear guitar, and what 
I need the guitar to do. He’s very patient, he’s come to visit me and talk to me about what I want; it’s 
really an incredible relationship. I’m very lucky.



E V E N T S
This month, veteran dealer Timm Kummer reports on the 
Dallas Guitar Show. 

I’ve been going to the Dallas Guitar Show for well over 30 
years. I first drove out there in 1984 with a mere $12,000 
and came home with 100 guitars (a few mandolins and 
banjos). These days I drive out there and if I come back 
with 10 new “vintage” instruments, it cost me about 
$100,000. How times have changed.

This year’s show (the weekend of April 20-22) was a lot like 
most of the shows in the post 2007 era. There were plenty of 
good vintage guitars at prices less than they were 5-6 years 
ago. That doesn’t mean they were cheap, just back to where 
they need to be. There were jumps in 2003-6 that were 
unhealthy and now the correction seems to have levelled 
off. Fender’s seem to be the first brand to come back to 
about 80% of their 2007 highs.

The Heritage Auction people were at the show and had two 
nights of auctions with everything from the common late 
model Fender and Gibson lots to the ultra-rare , a 1949 
Bigsby guitar. The Bigsby hammered at a pretty good price 
of $220,000 (plus the 20% auction fee). That is high, but 
with less than 30 original examples, a good investment.

There were also many rare guitars on the main floor 
including a 1938 Martin 000-18S. That example with the 
S designation stands for special. The Martin is a 12 fret 
slotted headstock, which on its own would make it a special 
for 1938, as most of the production had switched to 14 fret 
and sold peghead by then. But this example also was a 7 
string, strange as it sounds, it had a banjo tuner mounted in 
the middle of the headstock and was made to play standard 
Spanish style. When I first heard about it I thought it might 
have been a Hawaiian setup originally, but after close 
inspection, it wasn’t.

Jazz guitars were strong showing and a D’Aquisto sold at 
the auction for a bargain price of $22,000 (plus the fees). 
These continue to be good buys and well worth looking 
at as investments you can play.  Rickenbacker’s continue 
to be strong in the market and there were several late 50’s 
examples at the show, all with strong asking prices. 
All and all the vintage guitar market, while off from the 
highs, is showing a strong interest and this may be a very 
good time to buy in before the return of super high prices.

Top: Headstock of the 1938 Martin 000-18S, 
with the extra tuner to accomodate 7 strings.

Bottom:  The 1949 Bigsby which fetched 
$220,000.



Oregon Myrtle 
Mbellularia california
Quick Facts 

Scientific name: Mbellularia Californica 

Trade names: Oregon Myrtle/ California 
Laurel 

Janka: 1270 

Uses: Back & sides, drop tops, veneer 

Similar to: Koa, Mahogany 

Bling factor: Can be very highly figured. 

Availability: Limited but steady 

CITES status: Not listed. No restrictions

Natural History

Native to the coastal forests of North West America from Southern Oregon and Northern 
California , Oregon Mrytle is a distinct species from that mentioned in the Bible. It’s pungent 
leaves has a similar flavour to bay leaves and can be mistaken for Bay Laurel. An evergreen tree, it 
attains heights of 45m with a trunk diameter of 2m and lives to around 200 years of age.

Status 

Although Oregon myrtle is widely and commonly distributed through it’s range, larger trees are 
hard to come by due to previous logging and slow growth. 

T O N E W O O D



Physical properties

The timber is a rich golden-brown with great 
variance in color and grain patterns. It is a hard, 
heavy fine grained wood. Curly timber is often 
found in the older trees. Burls are common and 
often spectacularly figured and coloured.

Oregon Mrytle has a Janka rating of 1270 and a 
Specific Gravity ranging from 0.51-0.55.

Spread:  Spectacular set of Myrtle- lots of colour 
variation combined with curly figure.

Above: Myrtle burl again with lots of colour 
contrast and this time, a different figure.





Myrtle can come in many color tones and types of figure- from grays to gold to pink streaks, 
from very fine curl to a rolling quilt.

Pictured are some examples of guitar & ukulele sets.

Top row guitar by Michael Bashkin

Bottom row guitar by Les Stansell



As a tonewood…

No two sets are alike due to the great variability of 
the colour and curl. Oregon Mrytle finishes nicely 
and is easier to bend than Maple.

Michael Greenfield is a proponent of this wood and  
it is also greatly appreciated for Flamenco guitars 
by luthiers Les Stansell and Robert Ruck.

Les Stansell says: “Oregon Myrtle and California 
Laurel are the same species, however the temperate 
rainforest and high mineral content soil of the 
South Oregon Coast generally produces a larger 
tree with a much greater variety of colour and 
grain configuration. It is and extremely stiff wood 
with an interlocking grain that is very resistant to 
splitting.   Its density and hardness ranges between 
Mahogany and Rosewood……its tonal response 
has much clarity and sustain, often compared to 
Mahogany and Koa.   For those with an open mind, 
Oregon Myrtle can produce and extraordinary 
guitar, however the more traditional players have 
not yet warmed up to its unusual look.” 

Availability

As it is in high demand for cabinetry with a rather 
limited commercial supply, this tree is beginning 
to attract conservation efforts. Luthier supplies are 
limited and sporadic.

Above: Guitar by Les Stansell, Tiger striped figure 
Myrtle

Left: Raw Myrtle billets
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Noone Lasses CD 
Anton Emery

Noone Lasses is a 12 track Solo Celtic 
fingerstyle album from Anton Emery. 
Recorded and engineered by Doug Young 
(of Acoustic Guitar Editorial fame) it was 
produced by Celtic Fingerstylist Steve 
Baughman. 

The 12 tracks consist of a mixture of 
Welsh and Irish, reels and jigs. Anton’s 
flawless technique in performing his own 
arrangements speaks for itself, unimpeded by 
signal distortion. 

Doug and Anton have really succeeded in 
creating a very clean and clear recording with 
minimal hiss and hum. The notes ring true, 
with a quick silver quality and the overtones 
continue to shine through even with the quick 
fire melody lines.

R E V I E W

Even though I have been inspired by Celtic 
greats like Bensusan and to a different 
extent, Renbourn, I have always found 
newer Celtic inspired players to fall into 
the trap of concentrating too much on the 
technical aspects of playing. Sometimes, to 
the detriment of expressing the emotion 
underlying the melody.

Celtic music is inherently steeped in 
emotional undertones and to downplay this 
aspect can result in a recording sounding flat. 

I am so pleased that Anton never falters in 
delivering that emotion. And he delivers it 
with a subtle depth that speaks of authenticity 
and a love for his chosen musical style.



Funky thumb stuff is American born, Singapore 
based Shun Ng’s first studio album. Consisting 
entirely of his own compositions, the 11 tracks 
cover a range of styles and influences. As the 
name suggests however, the tunes are mostly 
influences by funk and jazz. 

Shun melds a modern percussive fingerstyle 
to a raw bluesy vocal style, all viewed through 
a syncopated, Jazz prism. On Funky Thumb 
Stuff , Boogie Baby and Christabel , the rapid 
fire delivery of funk and blues reminds us of a 
marriage of Leo Kottke and Bootsy Collins.

That’s not to say that all the tracks are 
machinegun like. The middle tracks are slower, 
more introspective. Sometime in December is 
possible the choice pick of these. Softly reflective 
and with strains of yearning and a surprising 
mature vocal timbre for such a young age.

All in all, the album is a wonderful introduction 
to the potential this young artist has to offer- 
an excellent tasting menu so to speak. A great 
experience in itself, but leaving you with a sense 
of anticipation of what is to come.

Funky Thumb Stuff CD 
Shun Ng

R E V I E W



Debra Cowan

Debra Cowan is a singer of some renown. 
For the past 35 years, she has been singing 
and touring, building a reputation for 
sensitive but powerful interpretations of folk 
and contemporary songs. Her vocal timbre is 
clear and confident, polished and poised.

Fond Desire Farewell showcases her talents 
backed by a band, including Dave Mattacks 
on drums, as producer and arranger. 

One of our favourites is her cover of the 
Kinks’ “Alcohol” which is a perfect fit for her 
deep vibrato timbre, you’d swear she’d been 
singing the tune all her life,

R E V I E W
Fond Desire Farewell 

Another standout is Richard Thompson’s 
“Jealous Words” which is now slower, darkly 
brooding as it builds into a violin solo. The 
guitars here providing a solid rhythm section 
reminiscent of the Johnny Cash version Hurt.

As bonus tracks go, Fond Desire Farewell 
has a real surprise- an accapella rendition of 
the tradional Naked Rainbow. With perfect 
refrain, it is a fitting close to an album which 
is beautifully produced and performed.
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Steve Baughman

Steve Baughman needs no introduction as a 
Master of Celtic Fingerstyle guitar playing. In 
this DVD, he brings us though from start to 
finish, Clawhammer techniques for the guitar.

Clawhammer guitar is as the name suggests, 
use of the Banjo Clawhammer technique on the 
guitar- quite unlike the usual Celtic fingerstyle, 
it is percussive and for want of a better word, 
‘looser’. It does, however, make for a technique 
which powers an open tuning with drone 
strings- like Celtic fingerstyle.

Baughman is a gifted player but more 
importantly, a gifted teacher. His enthusiasm is 
evident but never gets in the way of him going 
through the basic techniques in a clear, direct 
fashion.

R E V I E W
The Power of Claw DVD 

The camera work is clear and unfussy- which is 
a refreshing change from some of the modern 
instructional videos which can flit back and 
forth.

With a lot of riffs and tunes inside, there is 
enough material to keep the player busy and 
involved for a long time.

If you are looking to explore a different 
music style or extend existing knowledge, 
The Power of Claw, comes with our highest 
recommendation.

http://www.guitarbench.com/Magazine/members/
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Michael Bashkin’s Myrtle beauty

Still Not Exotic Enough?



This is one of Michael Bashkin’s fine 
creations: a mid sized guitar with 
Spruce top and Mrytle back & sides. 
Bashkin says:

“The tone of myrtlewood is not as dry 
and woody as Mahog but neither does 
it have the potential overtone content 
of rosewoods.  It falls in between 
but surprisingly leans towards the 
rosewood side.  It is relatively light 
weight, easy to bends and easy to work 
with.  It does not have a strong order 
nor does it seems to be as much as a 
potential skin and respiratory irritant 
as some other woods (Cocobolo you 
know who you are!).  It is a closed pore 
wood and therefore finishing takes 
one less step.  It is stable, even when 
figured and I have not seen a crack in 
mrytle wood guitar.”









Specs:
Placencia OM, 2009
Lutz spruce top 
Adirondack spruce bracing
Mrytlewood back and sides
Bolivian rosewood bindings, front, back headstock overlay
Arm bevel
Cutaway
Spalted maple rosette with buffalo horn inlays
Waverly tuners w/snakewood buttons
Port Orford Cedar neck
Macassar Ebony fingerboard and bridge
1.75 nut, 2.25 saddle, 25.4 scale
Lower bout 15.1"
Upper bout 11.1"
Depth @ tailblock/neckblock  4.5" / 3.5"







Photography courtesy of Michael Bashkin



W O R K B E N C H 

R I B B E C K E  G U I T A R S

This month, we’re featuring a few photos of Tom Ribbeckes’ world reknown workshop. This space is 
under threat of disappearing and needs our support to keep running. We hope this feature will shed 
some light on the workspace of a famous luthier and bring attention to the help Ribbecke and his 
team needs to keep working there.

Above:
Shot from the carving cradle, there is Sitka spruce on the main bench ( Ribbecke’s command center)  
spruce for the next 20 guitars he is selecting. The other stations are shared by Ribbecke’s two assis-
tants and himself. Halfling guitars hang in the background. The steel string guitar for a client is in the 
process of having its neck joined. The photographer, Ribbecke writes, is  “6’ 4” stepson Jason Arnold, 
he is taking it from his very tall point of view!“ 



Above:
The view of the long bench. This is a traditional Red Beech La Chappelle Swiss bench sold by Garret 
Wade, the longest and most traditional bench in the shop.

Photography courtesy of Jason Arnold



D I F F E R E N T  S T R I N G S
This month’s Different Strings features a Ukulele by Chuck Moore of Moore Bettah Ukes for slack key guitar 
master, Ledward Kaapana. Moore has this to say:

“The way this uke came about is I met Led over breakfast after a show the night before at a Kona resort.  I 
noticed this gifted musician was playing an inexpensive imported ukulele.  It just didn’t seem to fit.  This 
world class Hawaiian entertainer grew up and learned to play only a few miles from where I currently live 
and build my ukes.  I knew my work would be a perfect match for him!  After collaborating with him on 
some key elements, the resulting instrument pays homage to Kalapana and the famous Black sand Beach that 
is now covered with lava.  Many people claim that Kalapana was the birth place of slack key guitar.  The “Jus’ 
Press” alludes to what Ledward was constantly told by his mentors after asking about how a certain chord or 
passage of music was played.  These guys didn’t learn from sheet music or even by watching.  They learned by 
listening.  What could be easier than to just press the right strings at the right frets!”







This Tenor ukulele has several non-traditional features such as 
an asymmetrical peghead, cutaway, an offset soundhole and 
side port. The magnificent curly koa body is offset by a green 
purfling around the body, neck and headstock.

Several inlays are featured on this uke, including Kaapana's 
"Jus Press" slogan on the fretboard and the peghead is adorned 
with a likeness of the old Kalapana black sand beach.



Specs
Body: Koa

Bracing: Spruce, three fan
Neck: Spanish Cedar

Neck joint: Mechanical, bolt on
Ebony binding, fret board, head cap 

& bridge
Green/white/black purfling

Side sound port
LR Baggs 5-0 pickup w/volume & tone

Peghed tuners 4:1
Bone nut & saddle
Nitro cellulose lacquer finish
Inlay Materials:
Paua abalone, koa, white MOP, gold MOP 
& composition stone
Dimensions:
Total length:  27 1/2”
Lower bout: 8 3/4”
Waist: 5 3/4”

Top bout 6 3/4”
Body depth:  3”

Top radius: 25’
Back radius: 15’



Photography courtesy of Chuck Moore



Stay tuned for Issue 3 of 
Guitarbench Magazine. 

It is a special edition, 
featuring instruments 
made from The Tree 
Mahogany. Such as this 
Miller Dreadnought!

P R E V I EW 

Interviews with Kris 
Barnett.....



P R E V I EW 

And David Wren...

Lessons, review and 
much more...
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